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Executive Summary
This brief considers the structures in place across
Asia and the European Union (EU) to enable
better international military cooperation for
cyber-related incidents. Improved mechanisms
for international military cooperation are
important given (i) the nature of cyber threats;
(ii) the growing interest in cyber capabilities that
are inherently difficult to control with arms control
mechanisms; and (iii) an increasing recognition
by many states of cyber as another domain
for military operations. Moreover, operations
are becoming increasingly dependent on the
availability of a secure digital environment.

However, cooperation structures are at a
relatively early stage of development and they
are still evolving.
This brief therefore outlines how international
cooperation — including confidence-building
measures (CBMs) — might assist a better
exchange of information over the near to
medium future to increase cyber defence
effectiveness as well as enhanced stability.
Lastly, it identifies several best practices and
possible opportunities for further cooperation,
specifically between Asia and Europe.
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Introduction
While cyber-related activities will most likely
play a part in most future conflicts, at the
moment there is often a limited understanding
of the nature of cyber attacks and their
possible impact, in addition to a dearth of
knowledge about the intentions of possible
opponents and difficulties in attribution.
Subsequently, there is widespread concern
that a cyber incident could cause tensions to
escalate far too quickly, which makes efforts
to improve international cooperation especially
important. More mechanisms should be
further developed to enhance transparency,
predictability, and stability and to reduce the
risks of misperception, escalation, and conflict
that may stem from the use of these capacities.1
This is particularly the case given the unique
nature of cyber threats, growing military interest
in cyber capabilities that are difficult to control
with arms control mechanisms, as well as the
rising recognition by many states of cyber as
a domain for military operations. Operations
are also becoming increasingly dependent on
the availability of a secure digital environment.
Analysts in both the EU and Asia have observed
that many countries are still grappling with
the conceptual and doctrinal underpinnings
of the role of military and armed forces in
defending cyberspace, albeit to different
degrees.2 However, although these structures
are still under development within both regions,
it is also important to consider that not all

countries share the same threat perception or
strategic priorities. Historical context, domestic
considerations and the wider geostrategic
context in both regions are significant factors
that should be borne in mind.
While there are some examples of cooperation
between the two regions, such cooperation
mechanisms are still developing. Currently,
although there is a great deal of structure
within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) and the EU, practitioners highlight
that beyond this there is a lack of fixed
structure or templates for international military
cooperation. 3 At this juncture, military-tomilitary cooperation for cyber-related matters is
somewhat limited, particularly since countries
are at different stages of development, and
common understanding (which practitioners
cite as one of the most important factors for
cooperation) is lacking.4
One of the five priorities of the 2013
Cybersecurity Strategy of the EU is the
development of cyber defence policy and
capabilities related to the Common Security and
Defence Policy (CSDP) framework.5 Pursuant
to this strategy, the EU Cyber Defence Policy
Framework was adopted by the Council of the
European Union in November 2014.6 Among
other priorities, this framework identifies the
significance of international cooperation and
states that there is a need to ensure a dialogue
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with international partners, specifically NATO
and other international organisations, in order
to contribute to the development of effective
cyber defence capabilities.
In particular, the EU Cyber Defence Policy
Framework states that increased engagement
should be sought within the framework of
the OSCE and UN. The 2013 Cybersecurity
Strategy of the EU also calls for cyberspace
issues to be integrated into EU external relations
and its Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) in order to increase engagement and
stronger relations with key international partners
and organisations (as well as civil society and
the private sector).7 It further recommends
that EU consultations on cyber issues should
be designed and coordinated to add value
to existing bilateral dialogues between EU
Member States and third countries.8 This is
especially significant for the Asia region. When
considering European policies toward Asia, it
is important to not just consider the role of the
EU collectively but also EU Member States’
national strategies and the complex relationship
between the two.9 These considerations also
apply to EU aims, highlighted under the
2013 Cybersecurity Strategy, to seek closer
cooperation with international organisations
such as ASEAN. ASEAN is central in a regional
architecture that includes groupings such as the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), ASEAN +3,
East Asia Summit, and the ASEAN Defence
Ministers Meeting-Plus (ADMM-Plus).
Representatives from the EU were present
at the last ARF workshop on cyber CBMs in
March 2014.10 The ARF provides an important

opportunity for open dialogue, in particular
among three of the most advanced global
cyber actors – the United States, Russia, and
China.11 This forum has hosted a number
of workshops on cybersecurity matters such
as the use of proxy actors, cyber incident
responses, and CBMs in cyberspace. It also
has a working draft on CBMs that is currently
under negotiation by ARF participants, including
the EU, and it is hoped that an active contact
list will be soon agreed. Nevertheless, there
is some criticism that this process has already
taken over two years and it should not be this
difficult to agree on active points of contact.12
Given the unique membership of the ARF
however, this might provide some explanation
as to why the process has been this lengthy.
The announcement at an EU-ASEAN meeting
in July 2014 of the EU’s intention to appoint
an Ambassador to ASEAN and to grant the
association the status of strategic partner might
also assist future negotiations in that it will
ensure a more regular presence.13
However, there is some further concern
from practitioners over the efficiency of such
diplomatic channels given the speed with which
cyber incidents might occur and the fact that
there can be some difficulty in establishing
what falls within either the political or military
realms.14 For now, there does not seem to be
extensive coordination between the dialogue at
the ARF and the ADMM yet. The ADMM and
ADMM-Plus are the key defence forums within
ASEAN that focus deliberately on practical
cooperation. Ideally, the work of the foreign
affairs tracks on cyber-related matters could
complement that of defence.
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Regarding other international organisations
and relevant EU international partners, the
European External Action Service (EEAS) and
the European Defence Agency (EDA), with the
Member States, outline three points of action
in the EU Cyber Defence Policy Framework.
First, they will follow strategic developments
and hold consultations in cyber defence
issues with partners such as international
organisations and third countries. Second, they
will explore possibilities for cooperation on cyber
defence issues, including with third countries
participating in CSDP missions and operations,
and third, they will continue to support the
development of CBMs in cybersecurity, to
increase transparency and reduce the risk of
misperceptions in state behaviour by promoting
the on-going establishment of international
norms in this field.15 The EDA and EEAS are
therefore establishing contacts and beginning
to engage both at the bilateral level with
third countries in Asia, such as India and
China for example, as well as with regional
organisations.16 In general, the EEAS leads
all third party (state or organisation) dialogues
and cooperation.17
At this point in time, military cyber defence
in the EU is considered to be at a relatively
early stage of maturity.18 Nor does the EU
have standing military forces or EU-owned
military equipment so that when it launches
a military operation, it is dependent on force
contributions from its Member States or other
force contributors.19 In other words, military
force generation and readiness are a national
rather than EU competence.20 Cyber defence
in both the EU and Asia is therefore a national
sovereign prerogative.

Cyber defence capability also varies greatly
between EU Member States. Defence
officials consequently argue that they must
all now invest and continue to invest in cyber
defence capabilities.21 For example, a 2013
study commissioned by the EDA to better
understand cyber defence capabilities across
EDA participating Member States, in order to
support progress towards a more consistent
level of cyber defence capability across the
EU, found a complex and diverse picture with
regard to cyber defence capabilities within
the 20 participating Member States. 22 The
study further noted that when considering
cyber defence among EU organisations that
the complex operational set up between the
EDA, EEAS, General Secretariat of the EU
Council and European Commission, and related
EU agencies like the European Network and
Information Security Agency (ENISA), the
European Cybercrime Centre (EC3) and CERTEU should be highlighted.23
Similarly, the Asia Pacific is a diverse region
comprising countries that are at very different
stages in terms of cyber technologies as well
as strategy development and implementation.
Although the institutional and operational
structures of regional organisations, like the
much smaller ASEAN Secretariat, are far more
simplistic than those within the EU. Cyber
defence capabilities vary greatly between
countries across the Asia Pacific. Moreover,
given the current sensitivities surrounding
cybersecurity, in particular cyber capabilities,
it can often be difficult to precisely ascertain
the extent to which state actors in the region
have developed or acquired capabilities. In
spite of this, increased military developments
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of operational cyber capabilities are expected.24
The difficulty though, is not so much the
visible increase in the acquisition of military
capabilities, since states will always seek to
develop capabilities, but rather practitioners
are also concerned about the current lack of
military-to-military dialogue.25 This is particularly
pertinent given the strategic context of the Asia
Pacific region where there are high national
security sensitivities, unprecedented military
modernisation and defence spending, on-going
territorial and maritime disputes, uncertainty
surrounding China as a regional military power
and the United States’ “pivot” towards Asia, as
well as heightened concerns over North Korea.
And non-state actors such as cyber criminals,
terrorists, hackers, hacktivists, and proxy actors
engaged or supported by government, cause
even further complication. This is especially
the case since growing cybercrime in the
region could cause further instability because
of its connections to espionage and military
activities.26
While a number of statements calling for regional
collaboration to deal specifically with cyber
threats have been issued by defence ministers
in Southeast Asia at previous ADMM meetings,
discussions on stronger collaboration in cyber
defence and the possible development of an
“ASEAN master plan of security connectivity”
do not seem to have progressed any further.27
The Network of ASEAN Defence and Security
Institutions (NADI) also held a workshop
on emerging cybersecurity challenges and
responses in 2013. NADI is a Track II forum
that complements the ADMM and furnishes
recommendations into the ADMM process. It

brings defence officials and analysts together
to discuss security matters that are sometimes
deemed too sensitive for discussion at official
Track I meetings.
Although there is a close network of officials who
regularly attend these ASEAN meetings, there
is still, without doubt, a greater need in both the
ASEAN region and the wider Asia Pacific for
enhanced CBMs and transparency measures
such as further military-to-military engagements,
dialogue, information sharing, joint exercises,
official military-to-military contact points, and
crisis communication procedures to help
prevent miscalculations, misunderstandings,
false attribution or escalation in tensions. In fact,
military-to-military relations can sometimes be
simpler to establish given common hierarchies,
terminologies, and structures that often
transcend national differences. This is especially
evident when it comes to a shared focus on
the concrete implementation of policies, which
can sometimes even rival parallel negotiations
between civilian ministries.
While developing further forms of international
cooperation, the inherent difficulties surrounding
the current sensitivities of these cyber defence
matters must also be taken into account.
Although, some officials note that there might
be a danger of overstating the importance of
the military given that most threats are often
criminal in nature.28 Furthermore, there is still
some debate that requires further analysis as
to whether most countries would still prefer to
work on their national positions internally before
engaging regionally and internationally or
whether regional and international cooperation
efforts could instead assist national efforts.29
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Although there is a clear need for de-escalation
mechanisms, some practitioners argue that
while it is probable that like-minded communities
can create these mechanisms more easily, they
are pessimistic when it comes to potential
adversaries given, for instance, the visible
difficulties of establishing such mechanisms
in the U.S.-China working group.30
Bilateral discussions are also being held among
some countries in the Asia Pacific region
including over the possible establishing of
hotlines like the China-Japan hotline (although
there could be a danger in having too many
hotlines).31 In order to create an environment
for cooperation in cyber defence, defence
experts argue that while these are sovereign
decisions, sovereignty itself is not in fact the
decisive factor - trust and shared interests
are more powerful drivers when deciding on
the degree of cooperation.32 Consequently,
bilateral cooperation could be less problematic
for militaries to develop, particularly since it
might sometimes be easier to establish trust.33
Because the relationship is based on national
priorities, shared interests are often easier to
identify.34 Alternatively, cooperation efforts at
the sub-regional level between like-minded
groupings from Asia and Europe could also
allow for the embedding of practices that could
then be extended to a regional level.35 Current
analyses identify that the most dynamic areas
of Europe-Asia relations have recently come
through extended bilateral efforts on both
sides rather than on a region-to-region basis.36
Consequently, Europe-Asia relations are now
“a diffuse patchwork of national, subregional,

and regional initiatives that sometimes reinforce
but often cut across eachother”.37 Furthermore,
general observations point out that while EU
Member States “tend to break ranks in pursuit of
national gain” across the world, the “multilevel
complexity of relations between Europe and
Asia is of a different order to the situations that
exists in other regions”.38 Lastly, there seems
to be a growing view in ASEAN that the EU
has become overly anxious over China’s rise
and is consequently still neglecting to engage
systematically with the rise of other Asian
powers.39 Given these realities, states from
Asia and Europe should do their utmost to build
trust and cooperation at bilateral and regional
levels that is mutually reinforcing.
Further Mechanisms for Deeper Cooperation
between Europe and the Asia Pacific
In addition to enhanced CBMs and transparency
measures such as further military-to-military
engagements, dialogue, information sharing,
joint exercises, official military-to-military
contact points, and crisis communication
procedures, this section provides several
observations on additional mechanisms that
could be considered to enhance cooperation
between Europe and the Asia Pacific region.
Track I and Track II consultations and
workshops can provide a venue for the
exchange of opinions, military doctrine and
strategies, national structures and best practice
in crisis management or civilian missions.
Such exchanges can enhance transparency
and communication in order to build trust and
common understanding as well as create
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informal networks and contact points. More
particularly, if meetings were to be held more
regularly, this would also allow for more
enhanced trust between parties. By way of
example, ARF participants took part in a
table-top exercise at the forum’s workshop on
CBMs in March 2014 to exchange details on
national practices, and a roundtable on civilmilitary relations in cyberspace in November
2014 allowed for an exchange of opinions
and national strategies while also informally
gathering a network of defence officials from
across Asia and Europe.40
While multilateral MOUs could also be
considered, Asian officials also suggest that
international security and defence forums,
like both the Shangri-La and Seoul Defence
dialogues for instance, are helpful mechanisms
to engage in dialogue on cyber defence
matters.41 At the Seoul Defence Dialogue,
for example, over 20 countries discussed the
military’s role in cyber and a working group was
established to promote pragmatic dialogue in
order to enhance common understanding and
ultimately, to assist in establishing structures
for cooperation.42 Singapore Defence Minister
Ng Eng Hen recently echoed similar sentiments
when urging enhanced collaboration among
countries through multilateral platforms like the
Shangri-La Dialogue and ADMM-Plus grouping,
particularly since such practical cooperation can
build confidence and mutual understanding as
well as help prevent incidents from spiralling
out of control on account of misunderstandings
or miscalculations.43
The Multinational Capability Development
Campaign (MCDC) has also been proffered as
an opportunity for engagement for any nation
since, although it is led by the United States,

it is still regarded as a neutral platform that
operates at the unclassified level with less
political constraints (Japan and South Korea
are observers for example).44
Operational cooperation between national
computer emergency response teams (CERTS)
has often been informal and somewhat easier
to achieve. In particular, in crisis situations,
cooperation at CERT-to-CERT level can prove
invaluable. This is an area where cooperation
could be enhanced by facilitating inter-regional
information sharing and real-time responses
to cyber incidents as well as strengthening
existing operational cooperation with regional
and international response teams such as the
Asia Pacific Computer Emergency Response
Team (APCERT), CERT-EU or the relevant EU
cyber defence bodies, FIRST, and possibly the
NATO Computer Incident Response Capability
(NCIRC). NATO malware information sharing
platforms/databases could also be considered
as a possible form of technical cooperation.45
Growing and retaining cyber-trained people in
the armed forces is also identified as a common
problem in both the EU and across several
countries in Asia, especially since this is a
competitive market given the more profitable
civilian domains. This is another area where
collaborative exercises or discussions on
best practices to both train and retain skilled
individuals could be exchanged. In fact, the
EU Cybersecurity Strategy of 2013 highlighted
that the High Representative would invite the
EDA and Member States to collaborate on
improving cyber defence training and exercise
opportunities for the military in the European
and multinational context. In November 2012,
the EU defence ministers placed cyber defence
on the pooling and sharing agenda and the
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EDA consequently established a framework for
“achieving more without losing sovereignty over
assets and resources” with projects in cyber
defence training and exercise ranges (further
options are under evaluation).46 The EU Cyber
Defence Policy Framework further proposes the
establishment of a cyber defence dialogue on
training standards and certification with third
countries and international organisations.47

defence exercises should be considered.50 At
national level, a number of states have been
running bilateral or small exercises with other
like-minded nations.51 The training of decisionmakers is another opportunity for collaboration,
and the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence
Centre of Excellence (NATO CCD COE),
for instance, runs such courses for decisionmakers.

EU-level organisations like the European
Security and Defence College (ESDC) run
general training courses on cyber defence,
and other actors in the civil or law enforcement
domain such as ENISA or the European
Cybercrime Training and Educations Group
(ECTEG) produce technical and operational
training products as well as a variety of
courses.48 ENISA has also been responsible
for organising cybersecurity exercises such
as the pan-European Cyber-Europe 2014
exercise.49 In addition, the EU Cyber Defence
Policy Framework suggests that the possibility
of participation in other multinational cyber

To conclude, there is a growing interest
in pursuing further international military
cooperation between state actors across
Asia and Europe for cyber-related matters.
Given the unique nature of cyber threats,
such transparency and military-to-military
communication is vital, especially in situations
where interstate tensions are prevalent. While
the mechanisms that are currently in place
are at an early stage of development, with the
requisite political willingness, there are several
mutually beneficial opportunities for deeper
cooperation that could be pursued.
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